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OPEN
SKILLS
Whether it’s clearly defining learning
outcomes in course syllabi, mapping job
and career opportunities to requisite skills,
upskilling current employees, or reskilling
talent for the future, implementing open
skills data within an organization can take a
number of different shapes. Since its founding
in 2020, the Open Skills Network has helped
numerous organizations at various stages
begin their open skills journey.
What does it look like to implement open
skills? How do open skills integrate with
existing systems and practices? These are the
types of questions that this document will
address from an ecosystem-first perspective.
Education institutions, the labor market,
vendors and learners are all key pieces of the
open skills ecosystem. Implementing open
skills requires an ecosystem-first approach, as
implementation might look different for each
stakeholder type. Below are a few definitions
of some of these stakeholders.
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KEY
STAKEHOLDERS
•
•
•
•
•

EDUCATOR
EMPLOYER
VENDOR
LEARNERS
EARNERS

DEFINITIONS
OPEN
Open - Freely available, modifiable, and distributable.

OPEN SOURCE
Software with freely available, modifiable,
redistributable source code. A broader definition can
be found at opensource.org.
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KEY
STAKEHOLDERS

EDUCATOR

LEARNERS

Broadly, an organization who teaches skills to learners; the
supply side of skills.

An individual seeking to gain one or more skills.

EMPLOYER

EARNERS

Broadly, an organization who provides employment
opportunities for people with skills; the demand side of skills.

A working individual who may be seeking to gain more skills,
advance, or progress to another opportunity.

VENDOR
An organization that sells a product or service related to
the creation, modification, transfer or validation of skills and
credentials.
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Any organization
looking to implement
open skills needs
to ask a number of
questions in order
to identify a starting
point.
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DO YOU HAVE A
COMMUNITY OF
STAKEHOLDERS?

DO YOU HAVE SKILLS
IDENTIFIED?

DO YOU HAVE SKILLS IN A
STRUCTURED FORMAT (RSD,
CSV, XML, JSON)?

Identifying which skills you want to use for your

If your skills aren’t in a structured format, now is a

open skills implementation is a crucial step.

good time to begin the process.

What kind of skills are employers lacking in your

The Rich Skill Descriptor (RSD) schema, created

community?

by members of the Open Skills Network, is a
powerful means of creating skills in a structured

Regardless of if you’re an educator, employer
or vendor, open skills don’t exist in a silo.

Which skills will most benefit from becoming

format. RSDs are “machine-readable, searchable

They’re meant to be shared, referenced,

machine-readable?

data that includes a skill and its context, giving the
public a common definition for a particular skill

transferred, validated, and more, across the
many stakeholder groups that make up the

An easy way is to start with in-demand skills

in order to achieve interoperability of credentials,

open skills community. Building a community

with a clear use case, associated with a

education and training opportunities, job profiles,

of various stakeholders is key to beginning this

particular course or credential.

and learner records.”

As an example, the Open Shared Cybersecurity

Many organizations have their skills data in non-

Without building this collaboration into your

RSD Library Pilot from the 2021 Spring Skills

standardized, non-machine-readable formats like

open skills work, it’s difficult to test for various

Pilots focused their pilot work around in-

PDFs. Creating RSDs from your unstructured skills

use cases and dependencies. When building

demand cybersecurity skills. Above all, make

data, as is described in our RSD playbook, will

such a community, make sure to involve at least

sure to maintain a clearly defined scope for

result in concrete artifacts which can be shared

two stakeholder groups.

your initial open skills work .

amongst the open skills community.

work.
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These organizations
have worked in
various roles as a part
of OSN’s Pilots and
Collaborative projects

EDUCATOR
DePaul University
Western Governor’s
University

3
VENDOR
Pluralsight
Credential
Engine
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2

EMPLOYER
GC Talent Cloud
Bosch
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ACTIONABLE STEPS:
WHERE TO GO
• JOIN A WORKGROUP
• USE RSDS AND OSMT
• PILOT AN IMPLEMENTATION
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ACTIONABLE STEPS:
WHERE TO GO
USE RSDS AND OSMT

JOIN A
WORKGROUP
The Open Skills Network hosts a
number of workgroups, built around
different dimensions of the open
skills ecosystem. Depending on
your specific needs and stage in
the implementation process, each
workgroup can be a valuable place
to workshop ideas and advance your
work. Members of these workgroups
span industries, experience levels,
and nations. By joining one or more
workgroups, you’ll add value to the
OSN and contribute to the greater
skills ecosystem.
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Members of OSN have created many thousands of
RSDs, each one representing an individual skill. Even
more, members have modified existing RSDs to
include alignment to different national qualification
frameworks and industry standards. Creating RSDs is a
powerful exercise in understanding the building blocks
of skills, and serve as a concrete artifact of skills work.
Members are encouraged to try creating new RSDs,
whether 1, 10, or 10000.
If you’d like to share your RSDs, or discover new
RSDs, consider uploading your RSDs to an instance
of the Open Skills Management Tool, or OSMT. This
tool, created by OSN, is an open-source software for
creating, editing, and hosting collections of RSDs. You
can share skills, create collections, and browse skills
created by other institutions within OSMT. You can
even host your own instance of OSMT!

PILOT AN
IMPLEMENTATION
The Open Skills Network has hosted
two successful rounds of community
implementation work: the 2021
Spring Skills Pilots, and the 2022 Skills
Collaborative Projects. Organizations
at varying stages of work joined these
projects to create RSDs, host instances
of OSMT, and engage in pioneering work
in the open skills space. OSN members
can build off of their work and run their
own pilot projects. OSN will continue
to provide opportunities to participate
in pilot projects. If you can answer the
questions in this playbook, and get some
experience creating RSDs and working
within the OSN community, you’ll be
primed for participation.

An employer might create a job listing with RSDs linked
in the ‘desired skills’ section, allowing job seekers
to better understand the skills necessary for the
job. Likewise, an employer might create a collection
of RSDs that map to internal training and industry
certifications, allowing employees to articulate and
share their skills.
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LINKS & INFO
The Open Skills Network continues to
grow and impact the skills industry at
a rapid pace. Membership is free, and
joining OSN will help to kickstart your
own open skills journey.
Once you’re a member of OSN, you
can join one of several workgroups:
the Governance Workgroup, Technical
Workgroup, Policy Workgroup, and
Open Recognition Workgroup. These
workgroups are the best way to
connect with other members, share
ideas, and contribute to the greater
open skills community.

About OSN
openskillsnetwork.org/about
Join OSN
openskillsnetwork.org/join
Join Workgroups
openskillsnetwork.org/work-groups

Contact Info
info@openskillsnetwork.org
YouTube | LinkedIn | Twitter
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